Abstract
Introduction
Wireless networks have been developed for a long time and become more and more popular in many areas, such as military, academic research, business, and etc. The ad hoc networks, is one kind of mobile wireless networks which provides infrastructueless data networking. In ad hoc wireless networks, users have network services while they are continually moving. Each move of the mobile host affects the change of network topology, and affects the change of the route of transmission; therefore, those affections lead to a link failure of the route. Besides, there is a radio wave communication for mobile hosts to communicate with each other. While the radio wave exposes itself in the air, the coverage of communication must be limited. Accordingly, when the environment is bad or the far distance is from a host to the other hosts, it is possible to make low quality of transmission, even of disconnection.
Power limit will be also a restriction of the ad hoc networks. The mobile node in the ad hoc wireless network may be a notebook or PDA. It is unlike common static equipment, such as PC, and etc., that the equipment usually has to depend on the finite energy source primarily by batteries. In order to save the consumption of electricity, "power off' or "disconnection" is the measure we often take. As above, when a mobile host takes a measure of power off or disconnection, the mobile host will disappear in the network and also the network topology by change. Sometimes link failure is inevitable; thereupon, when network topology's speed of reconnection changes, it affects not only the communication among the nodes in networks but also the quality of packet sending.
There are numerous routing protocols have been developed for ad hoc wireless networks, and they may be generally categorized by table-driven and source-initiated on-demand [ 13. In the ad hoc networks, table-driven routing protocols attempt to maintain consistent and upto-date routing information which is from nodes to the other ones, such as Destination-Sequenced DistanceVector Routing (DSDV) [23, Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) [3] , and the Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) [4] . Those kinds of routing protocols require each node to maintain one or more routing tables which record routing information, and propagate update packets through the network to maintain a consistent network information when network topology changing or is in a period of duration. Table-driven routing protocols may cause heavy overhead in high mobility network  environment, because network topology changes more  frequently to update routing table fresh. Unlike the table-driven routing protocols, sourceinitiated on-demand routing protocol creates route when the source node only requires a route to the destination node. Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [5] , Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [6] , Temporally Ordering Routing Algorithm (TOM) [7] , Associativity-Based Routing (ABR) [SI and Signal Stability Routing (SSR) [9] are all on-demand routing protocols for ad hoc wireless networks. Source-initiated on-demand routing protocols often process include route discovery to establish a route first when the source node requires, and then maintain the route when network topology changing happened. The issue how to find a route fast and stably is always being discussed in this area. However, compare these two categories of routing protocols, source-initiated on-demand routing protocols often have performance well [l] . There are many limitations in the ad hoc wireless networks that is including high power consumption, low bandwidth, and high error rates. Whether the table-driven or on-demand is used, dynamic mobility characteristic of the ad hoc networks is the most important factor which effects the route's life cycle.
In this article, we will propose a new ad hoc ondemand routing protocol. In Section 2, we bring up the motivation of our research first. We illustrate the new routing protocol we proposed in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we will give an example about our routing protocol. The paper then concludes with challenges and future works for our keep on research.
Motivation
For ad hoc wireless networks routing protocol, there are many methods had been proposed to establish stably, shortest, or fast routes. However, instructureless and mobility are properties of the ad hoc wireless networks, they are still charge those routing algorithms. Besides, the performance has not been improved much.
Promoting the quality of ad hoc routing, we must manage to avoid those situations that are mentioned above. The directions are: 1. Avoiding excessive long route, 2. Choosing stronger route,
3.
Choosing low mobility nodes, 4.
5.
The method that we proposed leads us pay more attention on the intrinsic properties of the ad hoc wireless networks which the more complete consideration will take the quality of routing much well.1f the source node needs route to reach the destination node, it would Speeding up maintenance or re-establishing routes, and Implement the design of backup route.
influence not much on QoS while spending some time searching the route within the tolerance time. That is, when the source node broadcasts REQUEST packet to find out the route to the destination node, the route REQUEST arrives first the destination might not be the shortest path or most stably route. Since, the throughput between a node and the other node affects REQUEST'S order to reach the destination, and so does the stability of the connection. If we wait a little time for the destination to receive some more routes, those routes which are more than one routes for source node to destination node may give us ways to analyze and find some good backup routes to get more help for reconnection when link failure happened. And, we save backup route information in certain on-the-route node. As soon as the backup routes can be rapidly found out and trace back these nodes when there would be situations such as disconnection or loss of connection. The destination node replies the first arrival route as primary; therefore, we can design a period of time, Tc, to gather more routes as backup route analysis, and we can also analyze the backup routes saving methods of mechanism.
Ad Hoc Backup Node Setup Routing Protocol Illustrated
Some concepts of the Ad Hoc Backup Node Setup Routing Protocol (ABRP) we proposed are basic on the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [6] . It is similar to the DSR that ABRP is an on-demand routing protocol that doesn't requires any table and replies the complete route from the destination to the source. But ABRP allows intermediate nodes to receive and transmit the same request packet from the source reduplicate that is to gather more information to establish backup nodes. In ABRP, there are three phases, route discovery, backup node setup, and route maintenance, and there are three kinds of cache required (Figure 1 .) . Furthermore, there are some basic protocol packets that need to be defined in the ABRP (Figure 2. ). 3.1.1 New-Route-Discovery-Process. Source node S broadcasts Route Discovery Request (RD-request) to nearby nodes. In RD-request, there are sequence number fields to distinguish from the other route discovery process, and there are route content field to record the address along the path from S to D. After the on-the-way node receives RD-request, the node inserts its address into the route content field of the RD-request, and then broadcasts to the other neighbors. Furthermore, the node will record the information in the RD-requesccache and sends RD-request and sequence numbers to the other nodes. If there is a node which receives the same sequence number of RD-request from its neighbor X, the node will check whether the route content of RD-request has recorded its address; otherwise the node would erasure the RD-request. Or, the node will insert its address in RDrequest, and then check if there is X in the RDrequesccache. If there is X, the node will clear X in the RD-requesccache, and then send the RD-request again to the neighbor nodes of RD-request-Cache. If there is no X, the node sends RD-request to the neighbor nodes of the RD-request Cache. If there is no record in RDrequescCache, the RD-request will be erased.
Unlike the DSR, ABRP only erases the duplicate RD-
Request when the node has already inserted its address into the route content field or when there is no more downstream node in the RD-requesccache to send.
Hence, ABRP also can prevent loop infinite. After destination node D receives RD-request, D will send the first arrival route of the RD-request back to source node S, and wait RD-request within the tolerable time, and then enter the step of Backup Node Setup Phase. 
Route-

Backup Node Setup Phase
After analyzing several routes, Destination D gathers within a period of time, Ti, we will get backup nodes and backup routes. Having gathered some routes, we compare with nodes two by two (from beginning to the end) to find whether there is any the same section of any path. The last node of the path is Backup Node (Destination D is exception), and gathers the backup node subset. After comparison, we join up each backup node subset. All nodes of the backup node subset would be called backup nodes. Furthermore, the Backup Setup Packet (BSpacket) with each backup node of the backup node subset and the partial path from the backup node to the destination node were formed. And then the destination node can make use of BS-packet to separately setup the Backup-Route-Cache of those backup nodes.
Route Maintenance Phase
the route content field of the RD-Request or not. If it won't, F will insert its address into the route content field and send the RD-Packet to its neighbor nodes E, G, I, and J after recording <sequence number, downstream node> pair into the RD-RequesLCache (In this case, that will be <#SN, E>, <#SN, G>, <#SN, I>, and <#SN, h). If F receives the same sequence number RD-Request without its address in the route content field from one node, node G, F will also insert its address into the route content field and send this RD-Packet to those nodes (E, I, and J) of the RD-RequesLCache, except for G. Since, loop infinite will be occurred if F sends RD-Request to G again. Furthermore, F will erase the RD-Request in those situations that RD-Request has already contained F or contained no pair in the RD-RequesLCache.
As a link failure happens, a node is not able to keep on transmitting; therefore, this node will not pass a link failure message up stream node until the message is gave back to backup node. After the backup node receives the message of a link failure, it will fetch the backup route of Backup-Route-Cache to replace the route after the backup node, and inform node S to change the route. And then, node S sends packets to use the new route. Besides, backup route that has been fetched by the Backup-Route-Cache would be labeled as non-backup route. If there has been no more backup route in Backup-Route-Cache, the node will have lost the identification of backup node. Under the circumstances, there is no backup node exists. The source node will receive the link failure message and re-enter the Route Discovery Phase to establish new route toward the destination.
When the route from S to D is invalid, S will store the usable routes into the Fresh-Routes-Cache and broadcast Route Erasure Request (RE-Request). When backup node receives RE-Request, it will save backup routes of Backup-Route-Cache into the Fresh-Routes-Cache as w el 1.
Example
We have illustrated the process and the principle of ABRP above. Then, we show an example how the ABRP runs in practical case (see Figure 4. ). When source node S needs a route to pass packets to destination node D, S processes route discovery phase first. In the route discovery phase, S broadcasts RD-Request with a sequence number to its neighbor nodes.
When the intermediate node receive the RD-Packet (we take node F for example) node F receives RD-Packet from B, F will check whether its address has recorded in After the source node S receives RD-Reply from the destination node D, S then begins to send packets to D.
When link failure happens in the duration sending packets, there is some node could not send packet to the downstream node by the current path. This node will not pass over a link failure message to the upstream node until the message is gave back to backup node. For example, node I moves out and a link failure from I to M happened, node I will send alert message back to the node F. Afterwards, backup node F will check its Backup-Route-Cache, and pick one path to replace the current route, and inform S to change the route toward D.
Later on, there might be no backup route in F's Backup-Route-Cache; thereupon, F will lose the identification of backup node. 
Conclusions
In this article, we propose a new on-demand routing protocol, ABRP, of the ad hoc networks. It seems that DSR and ABRP also provides the shortest path. Thus, the destination node sends back the RD-Reply with the route of the first arrival RD-Request. Moreover, ABRP provides backup node mechanism to reconnect maintenance quickly for fitting the property of the ad hoc wireless networks.
Note that, Tc is a critical parameter that affects the performance of the ABM. Tc begins with the D's receiving first RD-request or RC-request from S, and analyzes some routes after Tc's finishing gathering. If the Tc is too large, there will be some redundant backup routes processed, and there will be some routes maintenance phase procrastinated. Otherwise, small Tc will reduce the gathered routes for analysis, even helpless for the route maintenance phase. To prevent the intermediate nodes from receiving and sending redundant RD-Requests in the route discovery phase, they must stop receive any RD-Requests after D's receiving first RD-request to the end of Tc. There are three measures as below:
1. Destination node broadcasts message to each node. 2. A11 nodes are set for synchronous clock.
3. Nodes receive RD-request from S and then start Tc
But, the first way will make the network overhead increase, and the second way is extremely dificult to set synchronous clock. The last way is more convenient and easy to implement, and we just need to choose an adequate Tc for the ABRP.
In ABRP, there are also many ways to be considered that can improve the stability of the routes. Taking Associativity-Based Routing (ABR) [8] and Signal Stability Routing (SSR) [9] for example, the intermediate nodes can choose more stable path first. In the future, we will keep about some hot issues of the ad hoc networks, such as the QoS and mulicast to enhance the capability of the ABRP. by itself.
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